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Setup

1. Fill out project details in the Project Information section.  **The start and end dates
impact the filter throughout, so ensure it is up-to-date**

2. Add an estimated number of days per epic per sprint to outline the project plan.
3. Update the lists on the “Setup Lists and Drivers” dashboard, specifically project and

epics so you’re ready to get started!
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Project Calendar

1. Fill in the Project Calendar with project phases, as well as availability (i.e. PTOs,
holidays).

2. Revise and revisit as needed throughout the duration of the project.
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Daily Scrum Notes

1. Select the applicable project individual to sync the right hand grid with the user.
2. The scrum team can update prior to the scrum call or during the scrum in order to

answer the questions: what was complete in the last 24 hours? What can be
completed in the next 24 hours? Are there any roadblocks?

3. Revisit the Outstanding Actions Log at the bottom of the page to track other tasks as
needed (i.e. data files being provided, SSO information)
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Sprint Planning

1. Select the user story from the drop down at the top of the dashboard.
2. View and edit high-level user story information. For details, navigate to the User

Story Details dashboard.
3. After consensus is found during the LOE discussion, assign the User Story Points to the

user story.
4. Refer to the baseline reference as needed throughout this discussion.
5. Assign a multiplier for the project which can be adjusted later based on project

velocity.
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User Stories

1. Selecting the epic or project from the list, will sync the grid below.
2. To add a new user story and fill in the details, select this button.
3. Select one of the user stories in the list and then click “User story details…” to view

the details on the expanded dashboard.
4. Use the grid features! You can sort, pivot, filter, and more!
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Adding Multiple User Stories

1. If you would like to add more than one user story at a time, first select the bolded
line (parent) you would like to insert new user stories (children) under.

2. Select the grid menu arrow. Navigate to Edit. Select Insert.
3. Increase the number of items you would like to insert. Then select “Ok”.
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User Story Details

1. Select the User Story from the drop-down menu at the top of the dashboard. If you
came on to this dashboard after visiting the User Story dashboard, then this drop-
down will sync with your previous selection.

2. Fill in a descriptive User Story Title.
3. Answer key questions including:

• Who?
• What?
• Why?
• How?

4. Fill in the description statement.
5. Provide acceptance criteria.
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Helpful hint:
To enter down to the next 
line in a text box, click
‘ctrl + option/alt + enter’



Test Script Development

Start from the Test Script Development dashboard in section 4. 
1. Add or remove the individuals who will be executing test scripts to the list. Then fill

in the appropriate reference information in the columns to the right.
2. In the next section, select “Add Script” to add a blank number for a new test script.

Make sure you select the “Related User Story” to that the other information
populates to the right.
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To delete a test script, select the 
number on the left-hand side of the grid. 
Then select the “Delete Script” button.



Test Script Development
1.
2.
3. After you have a test script added, you can then add the appropriate steps to

execute the test script in the next section.
• Select the script you would like to edit from the drop down menu.
• Click the ”Add Script Step” button to insert a blank step.
• Type the appropriate details in the boxes to the right including: Step Title,

Description, Expected Results, and, if needed, a Screenshot.
4. Then assign a tester to the test script. This is the person, or persons, that will be

responsible for executing the test script.
5. Lastly, make sure you update the security settings in the model, to allow your testers

to log in and view his/herself in the model.
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End User Testing Guide

When you login to Anaplan and open the “Agile Implementation – The Anaplan Way” App, 
you will land on the Testing Page seen below. 
1. First click on a test script to have the dashboard sync to view the relevant steps.
2. Select one of the step numbers to then have the details populate on the right-hand

side. Once you have executed a step, check the box indicating whether the step
passed or failed.

3. If the test script failed, please indicate why by logging a bug in the box below. If the
script passed, but you have a request to improve it, please type your enhancement
request in the box below.

4. To view all of your bugs and enhancements, there is a summary at the bottom of the
page.
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